1947 CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES REPORTS

Volume I.—GENERAL SUMMARY

This volume consists of a condensed summary and chapters showing statistics for industries and for geographic areas on the following subjects: Employment and pay rolls, size distribution of establishments, inventories, capital expenditures, fuel consumption, highway motor vehicles, consumption of important materials, and metalworking operations.

Volume II.—STATISTICS BY INDUSTRY

This volume consists of a condensed summary and 82 chapters for groups of related industries showing for each industry statistics on employment, pay rolls, cost of materials, value added by manufacture, inventories, capital expenditures, and the quantity and value of products shipped and important materials consumed.

Volume III.—STATISTICS BY STATES

This volume consists of a condensed summary and 49 chapters, showing for each State, its important metropolitan areas and industrial counties, summary general statistics (number of establishments, employment, pay rolls, value added by manufacture, and capital expenditures) for each industry of consequence in that State or its subdivision. Totals for all industries are shown for all counties and for urban places of more than 10,000 population.